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one Iblade thereof and which is rotatably swingable to
g)ether therewith re'lative to the other blade thereof.

A further .object of the present invention is to provide
a pivot for the aforementioned tools or implements,

5 which is secured in such manner as neither to tighten nor
to unlock itself during the operation of the tool or im
plement.

It is yet another object of the invention to provide a
very practical, efficient and safely operating pivot con

10 struction for such to01 or implement, which is inexpensive
and can be easily and economically mass-produced.

Various further and more specific purposes, features
and advantages will clearly appear from the detailed de
scription givenbe,low taken in connection with the ac-

15 companying drawing which forms part of this specification
and illustrates merely by way of example one embodi
ment of the device of the invention. In the: following de
scription and in the 'Claims, parts will be identified by
specific names for convenience, but such names are in-

20 tended to be as generic in their application to similar
parts as the art will permit. Like reference characters
denote like pa-rts in the several figures of the drawing, in
which:

FIG. 1 illustrates a 'conventional type of scissors em
25 bodying the device of the invention;

FIG. 2 iJIustrates a conventional type of snips em
bodying the device of the invention, adapted for use, for
example, in the apparel industry;

FIG. 3 shows a cross-section of the pivot constructions
30 in an enlarged scale, taken along the line .3-3 of FIG.

1, partly broken away;
FIG. 4 is a plan view of the upper hlade of the scisso-rs

shown in FIGS. 1 and 3, partly broken away;
FIG. 5 is a side view of the bushing-type pivot bearing;
FIG. 6 isa bottom view of the pivot member shown

in FIG. 5, taken in the direction of the anow 5;
FIG. 7 is a side view of the locking screw ror the pivot

bearing; and
40 FIG. 8 is a bottom view of the locking screw shown in

FIG. 7.
Referring now in more detail to the drawing illustrat

ing a preferred embodiment by which the invention may
be realized, there is shown in FIGS. 1 and 2 two types

45 of cutting tools in which the new locking pivot means
or device may 'be used. FIG. 1 shows a conventional
scissors Jl1 having an upper blade 12 and a lower blade
13. The pivot means is generally designated by numeral
10. FIG. 2 illustrates a typical snip having an upper

50 blade 14 and a lower blade 15. The pivot means is gen
erally designated by the numeral 10. The construction
of the locking pivot means or device 10, according to
an embodiment of the invention, is shown in FIG. 3.
The pivot member or shaft 22 and locking screw 23 are

55 shown in more detail in FIGS. 5 and 7, respectively. The
upper blade 12 has a pivot bore which has preferably a
cylindrical countersunk portion Hi, whereas the bore it
self is slotted as indicated by the numeral 17. The lower
blade 13 has a cylindrical bore 18 which may be counter-

60 sunk, as indicated -by the numerical 19. It is understood
that the countersinking may be eliminated.

The pivot member or shaft 22 comprises the straight
cylindrical portion 20 and a ;head 21. The upper part
of the cylindrical portion 20 is cut to provide two flat

65 sides 23. A. threaded hole 24 is provided. This hole
mayor may not run axially through the entire length of
shaft 22. The combined length of the cylindrical por
tion 20 that does not have the flat sides 23 and that por
tion of the head 21 which is flush with the face 13a

70 of blade 13, is slightly less than the thickness of the
lower -blade 13 at the pivot point, so that only the part
having the flat sides 23 enters the slotted bore 17 in upper

Filed Sept. 20, 1965, §er. No. 488,662
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This invention ,relates to shears, snips, scissors and the
Eke tools in general and to the pivot means relating to
these tools in particular. It constitutes a continuation
in-part of co-pending application Serial No. 355,777 :filed
March 30, 1964, and now abandoned.

The pi\'otof shears, snips, scissors and the Eke tools is of
paramount importance, for the proper functioning thereof.
However, most of these pivot construct1ons are either
poorly made or inefficient in the more or less economical
implelments, or they are precision made in the expensive
models. But, it is known in the art that the less expen
sive constructions -have some undesirable shortcomings,
because they simply consist of a rivet, with no position
control of the 'Correct cooperation of the two blade edges
of the shears, or they consist of a screw which is merely
screwed into one of the blades. In the latter case, hap
penstance or chance prevails is setting the engagement
of the cutting edges of the blades properly, and also of
taking the shears apart forTe-sharpening of the blade
edges, but the screws either are too tight or too loose and
in most cases they unlo-ck themselves during the operation
of the shears.

It is intended to improve the aforementioned condition
by this invention which consists in the novel parts, con
struction ar-rangements, combinations and improvements
as may be shown and described in connection with the im- 35
plements or tools herein disclosed by way of example only
and as ilIustrativeof a preferred embodiment. Objects
and advantages of the invention will be set forth in part
hereafter and in part wiU be o'bvious herefrom -or may be
.learned by practicing the invention, the same ;being re
alized and attained by means of the instrumentalities and
oombinations pointed out in the appended claims.

It is the general object of t,he present invention to
provide scissors, snips and the like cutting tools having
improved wear-resistant bushing-type pivots which may
be easily assembled and disassembled for re-sharpening,
and which may be adjusted to the user's preference for
blade operating tension.

A further object of the present invention resides in the
elimination of intermediate elements between the adjust
ing screw and the pivot bushing and in locking one blade
penmanently with the pivot bushing.

Another object of the invention is to provide for anti
friction means between the axial bearing faces of the other
blade and the head of the pivot bushing.

A. stiH further object of the present invention is to pro
vide a bushing-type pivot for scissors, shears and the like,
which also serves the purpose of a bearing for one of the
blades of the scissors and shears into which is incor
porated a tension adjusted screw which does not rotate
in relation to the blade in whkh the bushing is locked,
and which is furt-her -locked in this tension setting by:
(a) mechanical distortion of the thread in either the
screw -or thebus:hing; (b) incorporation of an interference
element in either t.he thpead of the screw or the interna1
thread of the bushing; and (c) mechanical mismating of
the threads of the screw of the bushing either by deliberate
mismMch of sorew threads per inch or interference of
the major diameters of the threads.

Another object of the invention is to provide a pivot
for scissors, shears, snips and the like, which is locked in
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satisfactory results, it will be understood by those skilled
in the art after understanding the principle of the inven
tion that various other changes and modifications may
be made without departing from the spirit and scope

5 of the invention and it is intended therefore in the ap
pended claims to cover all such changes and modifica
tions.

We claim:
1. In a shear, snip, scissors or the like cutting tOOl hav-

10 ing an upper and lower blade, said upper and lower blades
having cutting edges; a countersunk pivot hole in said
upper blade, said hole of said upper blade being slotted,
a countersunk pivot hole in said lower blade, said hole
of said lower blade being cylindrical, a pivot comprising

15 a cylindrical head countersunk in said lower blade, a
cylindrical shaft portion adjacent said head, and a flat
sided end portion extending from said cylindrical shaft
portion, said countersunk head and said cylindrical shaft
portion having a combined length of substantially less

20 than the thickness of the lower blade, said flat-sided por
tion fitting into said slotted hole of said upper blade, said
pivot shaft having a threaded bore extending there
through, and a locking screw having a head, and an anti
friction washer adjacent said head in said countersunk

25 pivot hole in said upper blade, said washer being dis
posed with relation to said head in said upper blade for
preventing said screw from loosening due to small move
ment caused by tolerances in assembly.

2. Shears, snips, scissors and the like comprising a
30 pair of cooperating cutting blades, one of said blades

having a slotted pivot hole and the other of said blades
having a cylindrical pivot hole with a countersunk part,
and a pivot device comprising a shaft having a cylindri
cal portion and a reduced flat-sided portion extending

35 therefrom, said cylindrical portion having a cylindrical
head, both said cylindrical portion and said head fit
ling into said cylindrical hole and into said countersunk
part of said other of said blades and said flat-sided por
tion fitting into said slotted pivot hole of said one of said

40 blades, said shaft having an axially extending bore, a
locking member in said bore, and friction-reducing bush
ing interposed between said head and said countersunk
part of said cylindrical hole.

3
blade 12, thus anchoring the pivot shaft 22 in the upper
blade 12. The pivot shaft 22 is eventually locked by
the locking screw 25 which has on one side an elastic
or a resilient insert 26, preferably made of nylon, Teflon
or the like polymerisate, for securing the screw in place.
It is understood that any other suitable material may be
employed as an insert. The pivot shaft 22 may be made
of steel or the like durable metal; or shaft 22 may be
made of nylon or Teflon or the like, or any otheT suit
able material, in which case the axial hole 24 does not
need to he threaded and screw 25 does not need insert
26, since screw 25, when manipulated, will cut a thread
in hollow shaft 22.

As shown in FIG. 3, a special washer 27 is inserted be
tween the head 25 of the adjusting screw and the bottom
of recess 16 of blade 12. This washer may be made of
a material having a low friction coefficient and a low
degree of extrudability, such as nylon, Teflon, Delrin,
bronze or hardened steel. The flat sides 23 of shaft 22
and those of blade 13, slotted bore 17 (FIG. 4) will not
match exactly because of manufacturing tolerances. Spe
cial washer 27 lowers the friction between head of screw
25 and bottom of recess 16 of blade 12. Thus, the likeli
hood of the adjusting screw working loose is minimized.
Between the locking face 28 of shaft 22 and the corre
sponding countersunk part 19 of bore 18 of blade 13, a
friction-reducing thrust bushing 29 is inserted so that
an even operating force on the movable blade is insured.

The operation can be described with reference to FIG.
3. Since the combined length of cylindrical portion 20
and that portion of head 21 which is flush with face 13a
is shorter than the thickness of lower blade 13, the pivot
shaft 22 will have upper blade 12 locked thereon by
means of the flattened sides 23 and the locking screw
25. Thus, the upper blade 12 swings rotatably together
with pivot shaft 22 and screw 25, whereas lower blade 13
rotates alone about straight cylindrical portion 20 and
head 21. Obviously, locking screw 25 cannot change its
position relative to pivot shaft 22 and to uppeT blade 12,
except to the extent of the allowable tolerances between
flats in slotted bore 17 in blade 12, and flats 23 in shaft
22. Washer 27 under screw head 25 prevents this small
movement from loosening screw 25, so that engagement
of the cutting edges of the blades of the shears or the
like remains constant which is essential for the proper 45
functioning of this kind of tool.

It is understood that the pivot member or shaft 22
could be locked in its proper tension setting by either
a mechanical distortion of the thread in the screw 25
or shaft 22, or by the incorporation of interference ele- 50
ment 26 of screw 25, or by mechanical mismating of
the threads of the screw 25 either by deliberately mis
matching the threads of screw 25 or by interference of
the major diameter or of the pitch diameter of the threads.

While the invention has been described and illustrated 55
with respect to a certain preferred example which 'gives


